
When your customers have questions or need help, they call. Give your customers on 1.8 Billion active Apple devices 
the option to message instead. Make it easy for them to ask questions and get support while still reducing costs and 
increasing revenue for your brand.

Respond quickly with bots, more efficient human agents, and personalized messages at scale. With innovative 
calendar and payment integrations, Apple Messages for Business enables cutting-edge support and shopping 
experiences that ensure you never miss a moment to connect — helping you create customers for life.

WHY APPLE BUSINESS CHAT?

• Deflect calls, reduce costs Apple’s Message Suggest feature is the industry’s most powerful call deflection
technology. When customers place a call, iOS prompts them to start a messaging conversation instead — and
60% of consumers pick messaging. Deflect expensive calls into efficient messaging where bots and AI-enhanced
agents can reduce costs and increase satisfaction.

• Deliver rich experiences Spice up your support with rich links, list and time pickers, wallet integrations,
seamless authentication, and best of all — Apple Pay. Messages for Business conversations live in
users’ Messages app, making it easier than ever for customers to re-engage your brand with their full
conversation history.

• Empower brands to do more with less More self-service options and
increased agent productivity. Less inefficiencies, operational costs, and
customer churn. Turn it on without big IT implementations, and throttle and
control volume to allow a phased approach that matches your capacity.

WHY KHOROS CARE? 

• Award winning partnership We’re the industry’s best reviewed customer
engagement vendor across TrustRadius and the Software Reviews’ 2020
CX Index.

• Most efficient and easy-to-use Our consolidated messaging platform
delivers the greatest range of channels, agent experience, operational
efficiency, and workforce management.

• Fastest time to value We partner with Apple to get you up and running in
as little as two weeks with entry points to reduce calls and automations
to enhance efficiency.

Apple Messages for Business
Reduce call volume and offer the richest 
messaging experiences

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Want to find out more about Conversations?  info@Khoros.com 


